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C.O.P. STUDENTS, DON'T FORGET, TOMORROW IS THE LAST
DAY FOR PRE-REGISTRATION.
Vol. 44.

Pacific

ANNUAL

JUNIOR-SENIOR

PIC

NIC TOMORROW AT LODI LAKE
FROM 1:00 TO f :00 P.M.

C. 0. P. — S. C., STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

May 20, 1949—No. 3D

BENNY CARTER'S ORCHESTRA
Jazz, Blues? C.O.P. Flosts Carter Postponed Picnic
Held Tomorrow
The Orson Welles of Music World The annual Junior-Senior

nic, postponed because of bad
weather last weekend, will be
held at Lodl Lake tomorrow.
The picnic will include all the
facilities available at the Lodi
Lake plus a program of fun and
food. All Juniors and Seniors are
invited to attend this special
Mardi Gras weekend affair.
Plans have been made for or
ganized games, swimming, boat
ing, canoeing, dancing, free food,
and sunning. Herb Williams and
Bill Cunningham, in charge of
planning,' stressed the idea of
complete relaxation and enjoy
ment for all from 1:00 p.m. until
5:00 p.m.

By Lee Gerard
Benny Carter, world famous
jazz band leader, highlights his
coast-wide tour by his appearance
at the Mardi Gras costume bali
tomorrow night.
This Orson Welles of music
does about everything but print
the sheets. Benny represents six
talents in one package: compos
ing, arranging, and playing the
sax, trumpet, clarinet, and piano.
The Carter touch still bubbles
through much of the repertoires
of Benny Goodman, both.Dorseys,
and other top-drawer leaders for
whom Benny has arranged: Mr.
C. has turned down golden offers
for exclusive possession of his
arranging talents in favor of
leading his own orchestra.
Benny learned to play by ear.
After years of coaching and in
spiration from the great trumpet
er, Bubber Miley of Duke Elling
ton's band, Mr. C. formed his own
organization and started out on a
series of record-breaking tours.
These tours took in both the
U.S. and Europe and the Carter
aggregation was the first Ameri
can Jazz band to perform in the

The time is close to Mardi Gras;
And all throughout the Dorm;
There comes a word of warning;
Which appeareth on this form:
So read on ye masqueraders;
The best to come is yet;
A hint; in fact an order;
On your clothing etiquette.
Now the guy you're with is
handsome;
And you want to look your best;
But it doesn't necessarily mean;
You have to go undressed.
For shredded hulaskirts are fine;
On isles of balmy seas;
But this is C.O.P. my lass;
No skirts above the knees!
Bathing suits or shorts and bra.
Are not for you this Mardi Gras;
May be all right in Doowaditty;
But doing a samba they re
not so pretty.
And though Lamour may look
all right;
On you they're too dern d tigh
At C.O.P. it is so wrong;

By Don Dragoo

The Mardi Gras spills into the city of Stockton from the
College of the Pacific campus this evening at 6:S0 p.m. when guys
and gals get together for the traditional Mardi Gras purade.
Everything from pirates to clowns will parade before the eyes of
students and towns people alike as the procession unfolds along
Main Street.
Open house on the Pacific*
campus follows the parade. All from Manor Hall'9 float with
the student living groups and their idea of the "Ball and Chain"
houses will throw open their part of life placed eighth. The
doors for a general inspection second division of the parade will
from 9 p.m. until 12. The Mardi line up on Sutter between Miner
Gras theme will be carried into and Lindsay streets.
the homes of the students for
The third division will be led
the entertainment of all.
off by Alpha Theta Tau with
The grand climax of the gala their float, "Punch and Judy"
weekend opens Saturday night at and skit. "The Chinese," in spot
9 p.m. in the Stockton Civic Audi number nine. Tau Kappa Kappa s
f Belshazzar's Feast'
torium. Benny Carter and his float has a tall tale to tell in
Jazz Band will supply the melody tenth place with "Story Time" as
To Be Given by Chorus while students and guests crown the theme. The "Carnival Ca
BENNY CARTER
the two-day celebration at the pers" flat and "Clown" skit from
West Hall is registered in spot
world famous "La Coupole"
Two hundred college students Mardi Gras costume hall.
number eleven. This group will
nightclub in Paris.
will participate in William Wal
line up for the parade on Sutter
Benny Carter's band rates as ton's "Belshazzar's Feast" which PARADE ENTRIES
one of the finest Jazz bands in will be presented for the first Starting at 6:30 p.m. this even between Lindsay and Fremont
the country. It it's Jazz you want, time on the West coast by J. ing, the Mardi Gras parade will streets.
Benny is the guy. If it's Blues Russell Bodley's Oratorio Chorus unfold along Main street to com
The "Pirates' Cove" from Mu
you crave, call Benny. It it's Sunday afternoon. May 22, at pete for the four awards to be Zeta Rho will fill spot number
sentimental stuff, he's your man. three o'clock In the auditorium. given at the costume ball. The twelve. Epsilon Lambda Sigma
Benny Carter is a handy guy to
Taken from the Bible, book of College of the Pacific Band will will enter their "Mardi Gras"
Daniel,
the story of Belshazzar, lead the parade through its down float and "Come To The Mardi
have around.
King of Babylon, is a familiar town course. The convertibles Gras" skit in the thirteenth sta
one. All the corrupt and evil carrying the Mardi Gras queen tion. Round number fourteen will
practices of that city culminated candidates will drive through the be filled by. Alpha Phi Gamma's
one night in a great feast and course to the judge's stand in float in their interpretation of
orgy. As the king was feasting, front of the County Court House what makes a newspaper click.
he saw the fingers of a hand on Main street where the queen The Deadline". These floats will
candidates will join the Judges line up on Sutter between Fre
A committee to eliminate "po writing on the wall, "You are
to review the parade.
weighed
in
the
balance
and
found
mont and Oak streets.
litical grabbing" in the FSA or
The floats and skits for the F Spot fifteen will be occupied
ganization has been set up to wanting." In that same night
award the appointive offices now Belshazzar was killed and his parade will line up around Fre by Alpha Kappa Phi's float char
kingdom was divided among the mont Square at 6:00 p.m. The acterizing the old "C OP- Crads
available.
lead-off float will be presented and their skit. "This Could Hap
Bob Wilson, Lois Talcot, and Assyrians.
by Omega Phi Alpha and will be pen To You". South Hall will turn
Herb Williams will decide the ap
The modern harmonic and mel
pointments according to qualifi odic structure of this difficult called "Down By The Levee." to "Mother Goose" to ride their
Omega Phi's skit is named MUfo's float and fill spot number six
cations and past experience, and oratorio has made it a challenge
Madness. Float and skit number teen. Rho Lambda Phi will call
these things, along with the stu for any group to learn. For that
two will be sponsored by Gamma their "Clown and His Toys to
dent's name, and office applied reason, it has been seldom given
Gamma Epsilon. Their theme: color their float which will be
for, should be submitted to Bob in the United States. Written in
'P. T. Bamum Presents" and a followed by a skit called the Cir
1931, It has been performed in
Wilson not later than May 23.
"Circus" skit. North Hall will cus Parade" to mark the finale
England and continental Europe.
Although the score orginally follow In spot number three with of the floats. The Unit I Band of
called for an orchestra, two brass their rendition of the "G.I. Bill Stockton College will doae out
of Rights" in float form. The the parade. These units line up
bands, and a large choir, Mr. Bodstudents who live in Manteca will on Fremont, left of Sutter street.
ley is directing only a chorus
enter their "New Orleans Night
The Mardi Gras queen will be
Dean Tyrrell, Unit. II director, composed of Stockton College- Club" float in position number
Pacific
students
and
the
Pacific
crowned
at 10:S0 p.m. Saturday
announces that a committee has
four. These four floats will line
been appointed to interview ap orchestra. Claude A. Ward of up at the corner of Sutter and night at the costume hall. The
queen will present the awards for
plicants for commissioners of San Francisco, a former Pacific Miner streets.
student, will sing the baritone
the parade winners and the cmZeta Phi will follow in fntn
appointive offices.
10turn, winners. A wants will he
so
„
,,
.
Those interested must have ap
William Walton, the English place with their "Circus Time' made for the most original cos
plications in to the FSA office or
float
and
"Bozo's
Trained
Dogs'
to Tyrrell at Archania before composer of "Belshazzar's Feast" skit. Freshman Hall comes up tume, the costume that fit* closest
recently wrote the musical score
to the Mardi Gras theme, and the
with a new revelation In the "In
Monday, May 23.
for Laurence Olivier's movie ver
pair in costume.
cubator Co-eds" float found in best
The queen and her attendants
sion of "Hamlet".
the
sixth
spot
Tau
Gamma
goes
For you to don a lush sarong.
will parade down the middle of
down to the sea to bring back
the auditorium floor to the stage
COP pre-registrotion will end
"King
Neptune"
to
ride
their
float
So me Lassie; take a hint;
where the winner will be declared
tomorrow at noon. Those foiling to
in the seventh round. The climax
Authority commands it
(Continued on Page 2)
register by the deadline must wait
of
the
second
division
comes
Dress yourself with modesty;
until fall before doing so.
PROPRIETY DEMANDS IT .

Mardi Gras Costumes Political Of ficers
Limited To Ciothes
Omitted in FSA
Hours for Women Students have
been extended until 2:00 a.m. for
the Mardi Gras, May 21, 1949.

Float Array Opens Festivities;
Queen Crowned at Sat. Nite Ball
pic

Tyrrell Names Offices
Open to Appointment
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Bill Long, Pacific Student, Tangles 3-Legged Member of COP Is Adept In Activities
He thinks that COP stands tor
With Death In British Columbia Canines
On Parade; he has more
By Bob Foote

time on the air than some regular
This is the story of William Long, Pacific student who made members of the radio fraternity;
seemingly impossible climb in the Purcell Mountains in an he is an honorary member of
attempt to save a man's life.
IAEO, the radio frat; he has one
Bill accepts his action rather matter-of-factly, but the editors and one'half years of time in at
of a nation-wide weekly magazine feel quite differently.
Pacific; he is the father of seven,
and he has three legs.
Who is he? "Mike," part beagle,
part fox terrier, and part?
"Mike" is owned by Rudy Jen
sen, a radio major, who became
his owner while broadcasting a
basketball game in 1947. The dog
tried to join the game, but Rudy
called him away and "Mike",
obeyed.
When "Mike" adopted Rudy, or
perhaps vice versa, he had four
good legs, but some wily female
pooch lured "Mike" out of his
yard and indirectly caused him to
"Mike," short for microphone, the three-legged mascot of the
tangle with a truck. The result radio fraternity, AEO. "Mike" was caught by our cameraman
was a compound fracture of his making his decision as to which hand holds the dog biscuit at the
left rear leg, and its subsequent recent WSSF carnival.
removal.
—By Jillson and Toal
The removal of the limb took
place about a year ago, and since
then it has had no serious effect
on "Mike's" activities. "In fact,"
says Rudy, "to a dog it might
have some advantages."
Worries about a career will
"Follies of '49" will be presen
Rudy says that "Mike" learns soon be over for some female ted by the seniors of Unit I in
tricks in about 10 minutes, and graduate of Stockton College, the C.O.P. auditorium on Friday
has learned just about all the either twelfth or fourteenth evening, May 27, at 8:00. The
tricks to be taught. He can sit grade. The Luneta Auxiliary to show will consist of 15 acts con
up, pray, close doors, roll over, Veterans of Foreign Wars, Num taining several vocal numbers,
play dead, play guessing games, ber 52, will award the graduate piano and instrumental solos,
In the May 14th edition of the lug-soled boots for tennis shoes etc.
a nurse scholarship, financing some group dance routines, a skii
Saturday Evening Post Bill's which worked much better for
It is too bad that "Mike's" three years of nursing education by members of Mr. Alden Smith's
story appears as written by W. the difficult rockwork above. The master is a married man, for the
at the San Joaquin Hospital dramatic class, a musical comedy
A. Hanson.
climb was glorious. We ascended girls seem to go for the pooch School of Nursing.
act, and an act featuring "WhiteHere is Bill's story as he told pitch after pitch of the type of in a big way.
rock, the Magician."
it to me. For a less personal but climbing that a true climber
This
award
has
a
three-fold
"Mike" has just recently been
Committee members of the
more adventurous version read loves. From our lofty perch on dropped from Mr. Sticht's Physio purpose: (1) to promote interest
the story in the Post.
, Snow Patch Spire, we saw dots graphy class for too many unex- in nursing; (2) to encourage "Follies of '49" are anticipating a
"August 4, 1948 is going to be of people moving along the gla cused absences. Says "Mike" in qualified local girls to a nursing big success. Helen Keppel is gen
a day none of us will forget. Our ciers below on the way to their an exclusive interview, "I just profession; and (3) to help alle eral chairman of the affair and
party, composed of eighteen climbs. The morning was won got tired waiting for the discus viate our community shortage in Mr. Frank Thornton Smith is the
show advisor.
climbers from the Bay region, derful, but it was soon to change. sion to get around to Forestry nursing.
had planned all summer for this
and
its
Problems."
Tickets for the show will sell
The following comprise the
"We had just finished our
trip to the best rock climbing in
scholarship committee: Mrs. O. for 25 cents for students and 50
lunch and had started on when
British Columbia. The Spires are
after giving Bob food and tying H. Shankel, President of the Lu cents for adults. Tickets pur
called the Bugaboo Group and are we noticed a storm approaching.
neta Auxiliary to Veterans of chased at the door will be 50
him to the rock.
In
twenty
minutes
lightning
and
in the Purcell Range west of
rain were everywhere. We were
"Perhaps Bob was still alive. Foreign Wars, Number 52; Dean cents.
Lake Louise across the valley of j
just about halfway up and knew We had to send men to give him of Women, Stockton College; Dithe Columbia River.
The winner will be selected on
that the rain made further pro food and help. As the two climb | rector of Nurses, San Joaquin
"We had met at a small out
gress impossible. We started ers left to rescue Bob the storm I General Hospital, School of Nurs- the basis of scholarship and ap
post in British Columbia called
down, but the job was not easy. increased, and we knew it would i ing; and Educational Director, titude for nursing. An alternate
Spillamachene. A hired truck and
Now the rock was wet. The rub be impossible for them to reach j San Joaquin General Hospital, will also be selected.
driver carried us over the 27 miles
ber soles would not hold. We th^ summit in the storm. Next School of Nursing.
Anyone interested can obtain
of tracks that took all day to
used the method of mountaineers morning they returned having
an
application form by writing to
cover. We were deposited at an
called "rappelling" for the de gone only part way up the gla smooth traverse. The rock was Mary M. Somogui, R.N., Educa
old trapper's cabin near the endscent. This was done by wrapping cier when the storm forced them ifairly dry as it was exposed to tional Director, San Joaquin Gen
of the road.
the rope around the body in such to take cover for the night.
jthe west. Slowly I put my foot eral Hospital of Nursing, French
"The next afternoon we had
"There were no signs of slack I on a dry looking section and grad- Camp, California.
a manner as to allow an easy
back-packed all supplies to the
controlled slide down the rope. in the storm. For three days we i ually moved toward the secure
site of our base camp. Our camp
Rain changed to snow and eight waited. Our camp was a mess. On holds on the other side. Breath
was at timber line and above us,
miserable hours passed before we the second day, four of us less seconds later, my hand came Week-End Swimming
piercing the glaciers like great
neared base camp. In one spot reached the glacier at the base to the holds and I was across.
spears, toward the granite spires.
our rope broke just after I got of the spire but found nothing. |Soon Robin was up and we found Open to Students
off of it.
"The third day precipitation Bob's body.
SETTLE CAMP
Week-end swimming is offered
ceased, but clouds, mist, and wind
"In the morning of the first LICyttTNING STRIKES MORE
to
all students of Stockton Col
were still present. Four of us BODY STILL THERE
day we settled base camp. After
lege and College of Pacific. The
"There was news awaiting us started up the spire. Soon one
He had never moved from the
noon found us up on the glaciers
at camp. The four who had had to turn back because of a spot where Dan said he had left hours are from two to five in
participating in 'Glacier School.'
climbed Bugaboo Spire had been game leg. Robin Hansen, leader him. Evidently he had not suf the afternoon with an F.S.A.
Many of us were experiencing
struck by lightning. Dan McKin- of the expedition, Paul Ester, and fered from exposure. While we card or 40c for entrance.
snow and ice work for the first ley and Ann Strong had, by some
For students only, afternoon
time. Later that night, when all miracle, been able to reach base I continued on up the ridge. were untying the rope from
swimming
is being arranged for
which
he
was
hanging,
the
body
Fresh
snow
made
the
holds
much
were in camp, we planned who
camp. Above, on the spire, was more unstable. The climb went slipped over the cliff. Where it the summer session from 1 to 5
would climb what spire the fol
one dead for sure and one alive, fairly well. Only one pitch was lies now, we can only estimate. p.m. Admittance is by special
lowing day.
whom they left because he was worrying us. This was called the We held a short service for the cards.
"Four people to a party, we unable to descend.
Jondarme pitch. Here a great two climbers and hurriedly re
had four parties which were each
"The party had reached the smooth tower blocked progress treated to base camp.
to climb one of the spires in the
Mardi Grasarea. The three fellows which I summit just before the storm further up the ridge to which we
"While we had been climbing
struck
and
had
taken
shelter
in
were going. To "circum-climb" to the body, two fellows had
was with included the two leaders
(Continued from Page 1)
of the trip and one other strong a small cave over the top. They this tower was fairly difficult made a 30 mile hike to Spilimaclimber. Ours was the strongest were there only a few minutes in dry weather and the snow chene to get the truck to pick up and crowned. The master of cere
party of the lot. We planned to when the lightning hit. All covered rocks over which we were the injured the next day. Next monies, Harry Uhlenberg, will de
climb the most difficult of the were knocked unconscious. Dan climbing looked anything but dry. morning the remains of camp clare the queen and assist her in
awoke in time to see Rolf Pundt,
On reaching the Jondarme, were stuffed in the packs and we the presentation of awards.
spires, Snow Patch Spire.
writhing with spasms, fall over Robin took over the lead and headed down the trail. At about
Confetti and serpentine will be
GLORIOUS CLIMB
the edge. Presently Ann and Bob climbed upon the shoulder. After 2:00 p.m. the truck pulled in and issued at the door to add color
"Then the unforgettable • day awoke. Ann was all right, but
giving the traverse a try, he re we boarded. Behind us were the and fun to the gala occasion,
came. After breakfast and rising Bob was out of his head and
treated and said he didn't feel beautiful spires of the Bugaboo j Balloons and confetti showering
problems, we had left base camp could not walk. Both Ann and like making the lead, but why
and one incident we will always from overhead nets will enhance
about 6:30 A.M. In an hour and Dan were terribly burned, but
didn't I try. Soon I was looking remember. Only Bugaboo Spire the toyland theme of the dance
a half we were exchanging our | they made their way to base camp across the four or five-foot
I itself was shrouded with clouds." decorations.

'HIS MASTER'S VOICE'?

Nursing Scholarship
Offered Graduates

Unit I Seniors to Present
'$9 Follies Next Week

Pa«« i
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Anderson T Elects:
gob Guernsey, Pres.

ABOUT CAMPUS

NEWMAN CLUB
Plans for a picnic which is to
i be held this Sunday at Lodi Lake
and a barbecue at the home of
Nick and Margaret Felten were
discussed at the regular Tuesday
meeting of the Newman Club.
Miss Ellen DeRuchie of the
C.O.P. language department gave
an interesting talk about her visit

in Rome and her audition with
the Pope.
!
ALPHA GAMMA SIGMA
Monday night in the Anderson
Y upstairs. Alpha Gamma Sigma
will hold its final meeting and
will climax the semester with a
social get-together.
Refreshments and games will
follow the business meeting. All
newly inducted members and stu
dents eligible for membership are
urged to join in to make the
meeting a success.

KEN WORK ELECTED
FP®EGA PHI PREXY

CANDY ANNOUNCES CLAIRE RUIZ'S
ENGAGEMENT TO ERNEST AZEVADO
Claire Ruiz passed a five-pound
box of candy Thursday night. May
12. at Tau Kappa Kappa to an
nounce her engagement to Er
nest Azevado.
Claire, a C.O.P. graduate, is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. U. Ruiz
of Ripon. California, and is now
teaching at the Davis High
School. While a student at Pact
fie, Claire majored in P.E-, was
a member of the All College Hon
or Society, the Pep Club. C.S.T.A.,
and the Ski Club.
Ernest, the son of Mr. and Mrs
G. Azevedo of Modesto, is a grad
uate of Occidental College where
he majored in music. He received
his Secondary Credential from
San Jose State Teachers' College
and at present Is teaching at the
Ripon High School.
They plan to get married in
August and will live in Ripon.

Ken Mork was elected president
of Omega Phi for the fall term at MANOR HALL
an election held Thursday, May
Lois Culver, Social Chairman,
12. Chosen for the other offices
supervised a picnic which was
were Gil Sells, vice-president;
termed a success by the married
Marvin Haun, secretary; Bob
couples of Manor Hall, at Oak
Collins, treasurer; Dave Hayden,
Park May 6.
guard; Fred Owen, chaplin; Phil
One-time residents of the hall
CLAIRE KLTZ
| Guthrie, reporter; and Jim GallaDON PAYNE
were invited as guests.
i gher, recorder.
Election results for the new [ Following the informal initia
INTERNATIONAL
officers at Anderson "Y" Center tion on Friday night the follow RELATIONS
Life is Just one fool thing after things alter each other,
have been tallied and the new I ing pledges were formally initia
The possibility of a group pic another; love is just two fool losopher.
officers for next year are as fol ted into Omega Phi on Sunday
nic will be discussed at the final
lows: Men's "Y" president, Bob afternoon: Robert D. Barnes,
meeting of the Pacific Interna
Guernsey; vice-president, Bob Gareth Busher, John Coito, Ed
tional Relations Club, May 23 at
win
D.
Comer,
Richard
Cullen"Sweede" Warner, vice-president,
7:30
p.m.
John Gardner; secretary, Babe ward, William K. Daugherty, Mor
Further plans will be made as
ris
Edelstein,
Clark
M.
Fisher,
Stringham; treasurer, Craig Seato the possibility of bringing an
vey; and representatives-at-large, Cliff Green, Roger Gross, Don exchange student to the Pacific
Hardy,
Dick
Hart,
Bill
Hicks,
Bruce Chandler and Roger WickCampus next fall.
Ralph E. Johnson, Haven Kuttman.
The plans for the formation of
ner,
Wayne
LaVelle,
Don
Martin,
President of the Women's "Y"
a federation of all Internationally
is Mary Lou Crump. Vice-presi Jack V. Mclntyre, Robert McKlb- minded groups will be continued
dent is Edie Fincher; secretary, ben, Jim Orvis, Frank Poucher, It is the hope of the IRC, the
Luramae Sanders; and treasurer, Deane Pratt, Lloyd Sankowich, W.S.S.F., the I.R.C., C.C.U.N., to
CALIFORNIA ORIGINALS
Craig Seavey, Les Smith, Malen
World Federalists, and the World
Betty Jensen.
Stroh, Millard Stroh, Bill Strom,
All women are to serve on the Jesse "Frank" Watson, Dan Relatedness Groups of the An
women's "Y" council whether Wilde, Carl Wilsey, Wilbour G. derson 'Y' Center will be repre
sented. All members of these
elected to the office or not.
Wood, Bob Hall and Darrel Win- groups are invited, with the hope
Churchmanship election of of rich.
of producing a strong central or
ficers will be held at the Council
ganlzation for all groups.
meeting next week.
Zoe
Ann
Olsen
Dives
The last election in this triple
voting was for the Anderson "Y" For C.O.P. Aquacade
Ex Board. President is Don Payne
Three performances were given You'll say so when you 6ee the
and
vice-president is Dotty by the Pacific Aquatic club when new, modern furniture at AN
Wright.
Secretary is Delcia their show "A Sultan's Dream THONY SUNSHINE. The prices?
Burns and treasurer is Del Helm. was presented at Oak Park May You just won't believe it. Harding
Representative of Unit II, who 13 and 14.
off Wilson. Nltes & Sundays, too
Highlight of Friday's show was
was elected by only unit II stu
—Adv
dents was Joe Gallegos and rep Zoe Ann Olsen, Olympic diving
resentative for unit III who was champion, who gave one of her
elected by only unit III members diving exhibitions.
DAD!
was Kathy Batten.
THAT'S JUST

/l

EXCITING

APPLY AT COP BUREAU
FOR SUMMER JOBS

WHAT I WANT

SPECIAL ORDERS FOR
PASTRY GOODS . . .

Through the college employ
ment bureau one can apply for
jobs at summer resorts such as
Lake Tahoe, Tahoe Tavern, Silver
Lake or Yosemite. Living accom
odations are provided and under
supervision.

FOR

Place your order early for
-aerial. banquets, coffee clubs
or bridqe party needs. Meticu
lous attention is given.

Petols scollop Hie

MfiNOR HALL
Today newlyweds are buying un
finished furniture. New, Modern,
Beautiful. Your own color scheme
to fit your personality, at tre
mendous savings. ANTHONY
SUNSHINE, Harding off W llson.
Nites and Sundays, too.
—Adv.

Cokes - Pastry - Delicatessen
1910 Pacific Ave.
#

w e d d i n g

a

WM. BEERS

n

polest pastels to vibront
tones: quick-drying Nylon

Ph. 6-6324

oar Cake. A"
Swans Down C.k. Fl.ar 0

5 " d " i A M 0 N D S . . .
• • .

wired bra, softly shirred
skirt-panel trunks.
In colors to suit your
sun moods from

^^

M,<U

W'th

»

r I P T S

G1r 1

Ia

:

2047 PACIFIC •

J

stock T O N

• Corona
• Royal
• Remington

$17.95
(obo avoiloble
in one-piece
Sixes 10-16

• Underwood
_ EASY TERMS —

Stockton Typewriter Co

/hen on the Avenue
STOP FOR A SNACK

121 N. California St.

AT THE
1928 Pacific Avenue

STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA

Phone 7-7095

lUik-M

A Phi-
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TIGER TOSSERS MEET CAL POLY OVER WEEK END
TRACKMEN IN MODESTO
RELAYS TOMORROW

Pacific:

Bengals Out of CCAA Scramble,
Face Mustangs In Finale

Pacific's cinder squad, now reduced to a mile relay team and a
Stripped of all chances for the conference crown, Pacific
field event representative, pole vaulter Ray Kring, journey to
stages a third place race today and tomorrow with Cal Poly on
Modesto tomorrow to partake in the annual California Relays.
the San Luis Obispo diamond.
The relay team, reeling from anf
* In addition to closing out the
unexpected defeat at Fresno last
season schedule, this three game
week, will attempt to bring home
the bacon minus anchor man Ed
[ series marks the last time that a
Pacific ball team will cavort un
die Macon, who will concentrate
fully upon football from now on.
der the realm of the California
Collegiate Athletic Association.
Macon was surprised last Sat
The Tiger tennis men added A single game goes today, with
urday night by a fleet Occidental
victory number eight to their the windup coming in the form
anchor man, Parker, who re
growing list for 1949 last Satur of a twin bill tomorrow after
corded a 47.6 effort to overhaul
day morning at Oak Park. The noon.
the Bengal Bullet, enjoying a fivehighly touled Oakland Tennis
yard advantage when he received
Club, led by former Tiger Fran NO TITLE
the baton.
cis Hellman, was dumped by the
Tiger title hopes were swept
Howard Stokes, Clem Cope and
wayside, 9 to 0.
away last week by three consecu
Ken Butler had outdistanced the
The only simily of victory the tive losses to San Jose State,
college field in the first 1320, but
Bay
City racket-men found was current leaders of the conference.
Macon found that his spring prac
the
single
set Bob and Ed Ben
The first game, an afternoon
tice stint had set him back a few
jamin won from A1 Levy and affair marked by eight errors,
notches from his previous form.
Don Hamilton in the number found bill McFarland losing by a
Tomorrow Coach Earl Jackson
three doubles match. The fabu score of 7 to 1. McFarland, who
will use Butler, Cope, Stokes and
lous Hamilton-Pfister doubles went the entire game, yielded sev
Mo Hess in a second attempt for
Above is the COf baseball aggregation. From left to rt«rht combo was broken up last week
blue ribbon honors.
¥W1RmembenS aarre WalJy D»etrick, Herb Markall, Bete Chalmers, when Pfister pulled up with a en hits, the same number being
allowed his teammates. Pacific's
Kring scaled 13 feet 6 inches in K'T' ^ ;Ione»'- U at Jefford, Mgr., Bill McFarland, Sonnie sprained ankle.
Adkins, Don Gentry, Jim Torvick, Don McCormick, Bob Grunskv
only
run was of the earned vari
the Fresno vault to tie with San Mnwm- ^ McWilliams, Don Beaver, Ken Rose, Jim Enos, Stan
Last Wednesday's encounter ety, while San Jose gained five of
Jose's George Mattos and USC's McWilliams, Jerry Haines, Sam West and George Segaie.
with San Jose State on the Spar theirs legitimately.
Bill Rowan for third place. Tro
tan courts accounted for a sea LATE BALL
jan John Montgomery won the
WINDS BLOW!
son record of nine wins against
event at 14 feet 3 inches, while
Under the lights in the second
three loses fo the Tigers. The
San Diego's Bob Smith scaled 14 TIGERS BLOW!
game, the Spartans pulled a one
C.C.A.A. champs had little trou
feet for second place.
run ninth inning splurge to edge
Facing a wind of gale propor
ble in disposing of the faltering the Tigers by a 4 to 3 count. Bob
Next week, a sizeable portion
By
BOB
WHITNEY
and frightened Spartans.
of Jackson's crew will buckle tions 24 conf. golfers battled
Grunsky threw eight innings for
down to prepare for Berkeley's the elements and their oponents
Tomorrow morning the high Pacific before being lifted.
Bill Anttila's pride and joy,
P.A.A. meet and national con last Friday afternoon on the the Stockton College Swimming riding Tigers travel to the Uni
In their half of the ninth, the
tests for which they may qualify. Stockton Country Club course Team, took every first place and versity of California to tangle
Spartans
broke a 3 to 3 deadlock
where the Pacific Tigers had to
a good percentage of the others with the Golden Bears for the
settle for a second place behind
by scoring one run on two hits
NO-HITTER—
as they breezed to a NCJCC second time this season. The first
and an infield error. Stan McWil
the San Jose State Spartans.
Swimming Championship last encounter, played on the Oak
Spartans spaded their way Saturday at Napa.
Cub Ball Team Ends to The
Park courts, turned out victorious liams, who had relieved Grunsky,
was charged with the defeat.
a ten stroke win over the Ti
The record breaking Cub squad for the Tigers, 6 matches to three.
A single game on Saturday
Year In Twin Victory gers who found the 36 hole or eclipsed
The
contest
will
start
at
10
A.M.
seven more marks as
found
Stan McWilliams dropping
deal not to their liking. ..San
OAKLAND RESULTS:
By BOB FOOTE
his second game of the series.
Diego State finished third only they took the crown 'for the
Darrell
Winrich,
playing
in
the
third straight year.
Juggernauting through their four strokes behind the faltering
Dick Cullenward, the meet's number one spot for the first HAINES RELIEVES
last six games by wide margins Bengals. Santa Barbara was in
He gave way to Jerry Haines
high
scorer, captured first in the time this season, steadied after a
the Stockton College Cubs cli fourth place, Fresno State fifth
wild first set to take Francis in the eighth with one man out
maxed their season last Satur and Cal Poly a poor 87 strokes 100, 220 and 440 freestyle events. Hellman of Oakland, 8-6, 6-2. Bob and two runners on base. Haines
Jon Stebbins and Gene Nyquist Hall stopped Louis Mighetti, 6-2,
day by wrenching a double-head off the pace.
ended the inning without being
Medalist honors fell to Eli Bar- also took three first place medals. 6-2, in the second feature match.
er from Monterey by scores of
scored upon by picking one run
11-0 and 13-4 in two seven in iteau of San Jose who equaled Stebbins won the breast stroke Other results: Don Hamilton (P) ner off base and retiring the next
ning encounters.
par for the entire 36 holes, a re and swam on both relay teams.
d. Bob Peterson, 6-1, 6-1; Clint batter on a long outfield fly. The
The first game featured pitch markable feat considering the Nyquist was victorious in the dor Arbuckle (P) d. Bob Benjamin, final score was 8 to 2.
er Sym Wilson hurling a no-hit, wind and early scare Troyer and sal competition and also con- 6-3, 6-4; Ted Collins, (P) d. Ben
Pacific's overall season record
no-run game. In the second con Solomon gave the Spartans when tributed to the relay wins.
Minton, 6-2, 6-3; A1 Levy (P) d. now stands at 15 wins against 12
they
both
shot
par
for
the
open
test Jack Sandman had a shut
Ron Albert, displaying his best Ed Benjamin, 6-3, 6-1. In the dou
out going into the seventh inning ing round.
form of the season, landed in the bles Winrich-Hall (P) d. Hell- losses. Within the confines of
the conference they have lost
Troyer playing in a fast four top sport in the diving competi
but was robbed of his perfect
man-Mighetti, 6-3, 6-2; Arbuckle- seven, while winning only five.
game by four errors.
some of Bill Ogden (S.J.), Gene tion. Ron picked up 379.53 points
Collins (P) d. Peterson-Minton,
George Albano, team captain, Littler (S.D.), and Ernie Reid for an average of better than 6-2, 6-3; Hamilton-Levy (P) d. COP BATTING RACE
got his only home run of the (S.B.), was pressed the entire seven per attempt.
Player
AB
H
AVG
Benjamin-Benjamin, -8, 7-5, 6-4.
...117
year when he smashed the ball distance, taking a four over par
.359
42
Bob Jimenez conquered the
.... 60
.333
20
over the fence with the bases 76 in the last round, to gain field in the 50-yard sprint and
.... 37
.333
13
.... 12
.333
4
loaded in the nite-cap. George, third place in the medalist field placed second in the 100.
..- 37
12
.332
Torvick
.... 86
definitely a team player, has done Ogden copped second with a 7427
.314
Nine schools participated in the
...100
29
.290
a splendid job of keeping up spir 73-147.
...
84
22
.262
meet with the Stockton club
... 23
66
.261
it on the team.
The loss was a heart breaking amassing a total of ninety-four
...106
25
.236
This weekend the Stockton Col
... 17
Coach Van Sweet is more than one for Pacific because if Russ points to win easily. San Fran
3
.235
Jones
... 95
21
.221
satisfied with his 6-4 record and Shepherd had been on his usual cisco City College was the next lege tennis team travels to Stan Hose .
... 71
14
.197
... 14
0
.000
feels that if the team had been game the title would be resting closest competitor with 31 digits. ford to compete in the Conference
tennis championships.
able to get a few more pre-season in Stockton now.
At the cessation of hostilities,
The Cubs don't figure to win
Shepherd, who ordinarily can Dick Cullenward was voted the
practice games, he could have
any
championships, but they
swept the conference.
tour the home course in par or conference's most valuable swim
Mixed Doubles
Van announced his lettering slightly over blew to a 83-78-161. mer and was presented a trophy. should put up a good fight.
The championships should be
list while stating that next year A pair of 75's would have won the Dick was the league's high scorer
Those individuals who have
his 'whole crew will return with championishp for the Tigers. for the season with 97 counters quite a show with such stars as signed for the intramural
Lourne
Main
of
Modesto,
Stan
the exception or Albano and Don Andy Blossom also had a bad in competition.
mixed doubles tournament are
Smith, S. J. C., Don Jacobus, Ken
Madden.
round when he finished the open
requested to arrange to have
Gordon
Gillon
received
recogni
Sorensen,
S.
M.,
and
Larry
Doan
The list, which is only tenta ing 18 holes with a 79, but he re
their matches as soon as pos
live awaiting approval of the deemed himself in the final round tion as the year's most improved of Modesto competing.
sible. It is desired that the
natator.
Lourne
Main
is
by
far
the
best
Board of Athletic Control, is as with a wind swept 74.
competition be completed be
The standings of the other player in the Conference, and will
follows:
fore the end of the semester.
teams entered were: SFCC 31, be ruled as an odds on favorite.
George Albano, Bob Bondshu, MONOGAN NAMED JC
Modesto 24, Monterey 10, Menlo
Five players will represent
James Denton, James Donnelly, VICE-PRESIDENT
Vallejo 4, and Napa, Santa Stockton College in the Tourna
Alfred Gallo, mgr., Bob Graziani,
Bob Monogan, Pacific athletic Rosa, Marin, and Grant Tech 0.
ment. Don Jacobus, Lee Tucker, The two victories were contrib
Gerald Griffin, A1 "Red" Huff, Ed manager, was named state vice
300 Meter Medley—SC (Ny Ken Fergeson, Richard Haley and uted by Richard Haley and Lee
Ingrahm, Don Madden, Frank president of the Junior Chamber
quist, Stebbins, Gillin) Modesto, Harry Jorden.
»
Tucker. Haley won his singles
McCarthy, Chris Mooney, Pete of Commerce at its annual con Menlo, SFCC 3:38.2.
Last weekend Stockton College match 6-3, 6-2, and Haley and
Peters, Jack Sandman, Bill San- vention in Long Beach last week
220-Free—Cullenward SC, Ball lost a hard fought match to the Tucker won their doubles match
ford and Sym Wilson.
end
(Continued on Page 5)
California Junior Varsity 8 to 2. 7-5, 6-2.

COP Netters
Meet Cal

Stockton Swimmers
Win Championship

Stanford Host To
N.C.J.C.C. Netters
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Phil--Ins

MIXED DOUBLES
Participants in the mixed doub
les tennis tournament are urged
to play their matches soon.

By Guthrie

Page 5

'ERRORS' WIN SOFTBALL TITLE:
GAMMA GAMMA TAKES SECOND

The Errors ran off a perfect
season of seven games to come
out on top of the intramural
Softball league. They were fol
lowed closely by Gamma Gamma
Epsilon with a 5-1 record. Gamma
Gamma was undefeated until
they were beaten by the Errors
last week. Alpha Epsilon Omicron
took third place with four wins
and three losses."
The Errors, an independent
team, was manned by Don Natoli,
Elias Willet, Raymon Coykendall,
A1 Levi, Warner Strauss, Rittee,
Jeff, Bob Haaker, and Charles
Edwards.
The won-loss record of the
eight teams is as follows:
Won Lost
Errors
7
0
Gamma Gamma Epsilon 5
1
Alfa Epsilon Omicron
4
3
Omega Phi Alfa
3
3
Ball & Chain
3
4
Archania
2
4
Rhizomia
1
4
Quonset F&G
0
6
The golf tournament is a third
of the way through. Wayne Har
din, Roy Kirsten, and Bernie Nel
son have each won their first set.
Hardin will now pair off with
the winner of the Ed LeBaron"Red" Huff match, and Nelson
will play Kirsten. In the other
tournament Don Webb will play
the top man of the Hanny-Bob
Heck match.
Dr. Voltmer announced that
the bicycle race is being held
over another week to allow more
to sign up. It will be run next
Thursday, the 26th, at 4 p.m. The
race will probably be run on the
Thornton Road area. Prizes will
be awarded to the first and sec
ond place contestants by Mr. J.
Those who were not rained out A Diving-Albert SC Siegel SF, Atwater, who is sponsoring the
Austin Mont., Cutler SF, Parrott event. Anyone interested in en
and managed to get up to Chico qq
|
tering should contact him at 840
were Peg O'Conner, Hilda Wun- j
N.
Edison or phone 3-1846.
derlick, Dorothy Holtberg and j 100-Free—Cullenward SC, JimMarge Pratt. Miss Sheldon and;'nez SC, Gijlin SC, Schwartz SF,
lin SC, Ball SC, Siegel SF. FarMrs. Constantino accompanied M°ore SC. 57.7.
the group.
j
150-Back—Nyquist ISC, Kimball quhar SC. 5:18.
400-Mete Relay—SC (Nyquist,
Other schools participating in Mont"' Smith SC' Fair-child SC,
Stebbins, Moore, Jiminez), Modes
Hunter Mod. 1:46.
the meet were Chico, Yuba, Dav
to, SFCC, Vallejo. 439.6.
200-Breast—Stebbins SC, Sonis and Sacramento. After the soft
ball tournament, the girls had a dendo Mod., Rose SC, Ryan SF,
When I am sad, I sing, and
swim in the Chico State Pool, a Parsons SF. 2:32.2.
then others are sad with me —
delicious luncheon and returned
440-Free—Cullenward SC, Gil- Artemus Ward.
to C.O.P., tired but happy.

The 48- 49 sports session, which is drawing to a very rapid
close, has been one of the most successful in the history of Col
lege of the Pacific athletic combat.
COP sports aggregations have played over .500 in every inter
collegiate sport and in CCAA play finished either first or second
in five of the eight major athletic events sponsored by the school.
In football the Pacific pigskin men amassed a total of seven
wins, two ties and one loss and ended their schedule in the runnerup spot in conference play.
The basketball club was victorious in fourteen of its twentyseven outings and took fourth in CCAA competition.
Although the baseball schedule is .yet to be terminated, the
Bengal tossers figure to end the schedule with a seventeen won,
and thirteen lost record and firm possession of show position in
CCAA standings.
Pacific's trackmen made '49 a banner year when they downed
both San Jose and Fresno in dual meets and finished in a deadlock
for second in league standings.
Also finishing in the runner-up spot in the CCAA were the
Tiger golf lads, and the COP skiers surprised many of the experts
with their fine showings on the Sierras slopes this winter.
Probably the brightest spot on the Pacific sports scene was
the amazing record put together by Chris Kjeldsen's swimmers,
who were downed only once this season in dual competition. Their
loss came at the hands of the potent Stanford mermen who
took just about everything in Pacific Coast swimming circles.
COP's other champion aggregation, the Bengal tennis squad,
overwhelmed everything in the conference and should be rated
among the strong tennis powers in the West.
The netters will end their season on May 28 at Oak Park when
they go up against the loaded U.S.F. tennis men.
TEAM CAPTAIN
At the TKK sports dinner, which was held last week, the
Pictured above Is a scene from the Hueling-Turner bout which
College of the Pacific swimming club elected Joe Wilson, veteran
was the main event of the Block P Sports Carnival, held recently
back stroke man on this year's swimming team, 1949 team captain. in the gym.
—By Jillson and Tool
Wilson, the only graduating senior on the club, will not be around
next season to thrill fans with his terrific finishing sprints.
IN RICHMOND MEET
Three Richmond High School alumni who now compete for
Stockton and COP track squads, Rayce Mason, Jack Kirkpatrick
(Continued from Page 4)
and Bill Long will participate in the annual Richmond AlumniRichmond High School track meet this week end. Other cinder
SC, Knapp SF, Fairchild SC,
notables who will be present include Larry Hoff, quarter miler from
The Women's Athletic Associa Bright Mod. 2:33.4.
Stanford, L. W. Hall, San Jose sprinter, and Paul Mello, Califor tion journeyed to Chico last week
50-Free—Jiminez SC, Schwartz
nia Miler.
end for a baseball playday, win SF, Kinball Mont., Jones Mod.,
Moore SC. 25.4.
ning one game out of three.

W.A.A. Girls At 0UB SWIMMINGSoftball Play-day

MODESTO RELAYS END CUBS TRACK SEASON;
MASON PRIMED FOR CENTURY, MILE RELAY
The Stockton College track
team prepares" for its last meet
of the season this Saturday, at
Modesto, in the California Relays.
This is the type of meet all
field events men love to compete
in. This is their day, the day of
reckoning when the cinder-slappers take a second to the weight
heavers, javelin tossers, and pole
vaulters.
All eyes focus on the antics of
Messers Keyser, Toffelmier, and
Culp in the Pole Vault; Lipsky,
Gaedtke, Fairchild, and Schuma
cher in the weight department
and Riepling, Butterfield and
Cooper in the Javelin.
Just to keep their hand in, the
track events men will not be idle
either. Felix Leos, Herb Robin
son, Bob Wood, and Rayce Ma
son in that order, will be present
for the Mile Relay. Jim Gallag
her, the Watsonville whippet,
gets another crack at the 100 yd.
dash, his favorite meat. And, Bill

Watch This Corner
• CAROL WILSON •

Long is spotted for the High Hur
dles.
In last week's West Coast Re
lays the S. C. delegation to Fres
no came back with two marks
and a remark. First, Rayce Ma
son took a fourth in the 100, an
event he usually does not run.
Second, Bob Culp managed to get
into a three way tie for third in
the Pole Vault.
The remark brought back was
based on performances made by
J.C. teams of Southern Califor
nia," thank goodness they're not
in our conference".
TTTfTTTfTTTf 1

RougkjttiRider
TRADE MARK RCOISTCRCD

KHAKI SLACKS
NOW IN NEW COLORS

Army Tan and Navy Grey

Every week a hit of the week
will be given*

Specid

FREE!

to the student picked from
Directory — YOU may be
N E X T !
•Must be claimed within week

Final plans are now being made
for the annual Award Banquet
to be Monday evening at the Of
ficers Club. All those who have
participated in any W.A.A. activi
ties are invited to attend.

Priced

$495
T

Ladies Jantzen Swim Suits
Spalding White Bucks
Spalding Saddles
Jantzen Tee Shirts

Wakd 7if£etil
SPORT SHOP

Show 'em First Yost

YOCTRros.
• STYLE STORE €OR<A\EH*

320 E. MAIN ST.

STOCKTON

— Exclusive Sale of Hart Schaffner & Marx Clothes —

HOTEL STOCKTON BLDG.

129 E. WEBER AVE.
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President's Conference Held at Sun Valley;
Mo Hess f Bob Wilson Represent COP-SC

Dr. Nietmann Discusses
Viewpoint on Morals

Orchesis Performs ...
'Rites of Spring'

A modern dance recital featur
At the Pacific Student President's Association Conference held
Using the proceedings of the
ing Stravinsky's "Rites of Spring"
in Sun Valley, Idaho, May 12-15, Mo Hess and Bob Wilson repre 1948 Pacific Philosophy Institute,
will be presented by Orchesis, Na
sented College of the Pacific and Stockton College.
Dr. W. D. Nietmann has devel
tional Dance Fraternity, at the
This conference included 61 colleges and universities in eleven oped in a mimeographed pamph
College of the Pacific Auditorium
western states. Its purpose is orientation of incoming student body let called MORALS AND TECH
at 8:30 p.m. on May 25 and 26th.
presidents, which is of vital importance to the successful supervision NOLOGY his own viewpoint on
Choreographed by Marjorie
of student affairs.
the problem discussed at last
Sheridan, well-known modern
year's Institute, namely, the lag
At the same time, many prob*
dance instructor, the evening of
between moral and scientific de
lems revealed by retiring offi
interpretative dance will feature
velopment. .
cers are discussed, and an ex
many solos in addition to a dance
change of solutions are drawn
The pamphlet includes selec
dramatization of Stravinsky's
up through committees working
tions from the lectures given by
"Rites of Spring."
on the more important problems.
This week's foreign student in the nationally known persons who
"Rites of Spring" tells the story
This year these areas were in terviewee names Saudi, Arabia as are J. H. Randall, Jr., Radislow
of primitive man's sacrifices to
vestigated, and solutions are his former place of residence. He Tsanoff, and Carlos Wood. This
the Gods. Featuring Arlie Stew
pamphlet has been prepared to
Eileen Norton, President of Or- art as the "Chosen One," solos
available to member schools in is Noori Ibrahim, a sophomore.
give the students a report of the chesis, will appear in Stravinsky's
book form. They are: (1) Student
N o o r i came to California work done at the institute. It "Rites of Spring" which will be are danced in the drama by Paci
finances; (2) The organization of
fic actresses Barbara Rowley, Ei
student government into a func around 14 months ago. For two will be available for all those in presented May 25 and 26.
leen Norton, and Carolyn Tanner.
semesters
he
was
enrolled
at
—By Dave Lee
terested in philosophy and can be
tioning body; (3) Freshman ori
The entire Orchesis group will
Stanford,
but
later
he
transferred
obtained
at
the
Book
Store.
entation programs; (4) Studentappear in the dance which is no
here.
Arab
Hashem,
also
a
stu
Dr. Nietmann is already plan
faculty relations; (5) Honor sys
Death Valley Reunion table for its use of group move
tems; (6) Athletic management dent here, first acquainted Noori ning a successful season this
ment in space.
with
C.O.P.
year with the help of such noted
and promotion; (7) Union build
There will be a Death Valley
Several varied solo dances are
ing operations; (8) School spirit;
He describes America as a thinkers as Daniel Sommer Rob Reunion May 28, 1949, at Weber
included
in the evening's pro
(9) All college celebrations; (10) "nice country — everything is inson, Swami Akhilanand, and Hall, 5-7:30 p.m. You are urged
gram. On the humorous side is
John
Somerville.
Publicity on and off campus; and plentiful." As for the food here
to bring your best prints mounted
The 1949 institute will deal with so as to take orders, if you wish Shostokovich's "The Hunter"
(11) Intercollegiate relations — on campus he says, "It is much
which features Ejleen Norton in
exchange assemblies.
better than the food that was the problems of "Philosophy, Pol After the meeting there will be
the
title role aided and abetted
itics, and Peace" and will be held the first showing of the Official
The delegates noted that our served at Stanford Village."
satirically by Mary Rhodes, Caro
between
June
12
and
19
at
Lake
Expedition
Film
at
the
Pacific
freedom here at Pacific in stu
While in Arabia Noori attended
lyn Tanner, Brooke Marston, and
Auditorium at 7:30.
dent government, handling of fi Mecca High School, which was a Tahoe.
Carol Anderson. From Leonard
The
cost
is
$40,
which
includes
No
arrangements
have
been
nance, and student activities was government school. He said that
Bernstein's
plaintive and poignant
greater than the average of unlike the schools here in Ameri board, room, and academic credit, made for a dinner.
"Fascimile" Barbara Rowley has
schools in attendance.
ca, the school terms there are
fashioned the sad and haunting
Our representatives submitted not divided into semesters or
"Youth." The ominous quality of
S.C.
Dressing-Locker
Rooms
Ready
by
Fall;
the recent FSA election returns quarters, but rather they con
turbulent Spain is suggested in
which showed that better than tinue for the whole eight months. Other Units Depend On Aid From State
"For Whom the Bell Tolls" danced
75% of our members voted in An interesting thing to note is
by Eileen Norton. "Doubt," a
student elections. This result that a student must take from
The Stockton College gymnasium facilities, to be located West dance of inner-conflict with music
placed COP-SC with only three 10 to 15 courses per year. How of the vocational studies buildings, will include dressing rooms, by Ernest Block, is interpreted by
other schools that had 75% or ever, if a person should fail in a men's gym, a women's gym, swimming pool, and a class room Jim McCullough. Betty Gall, will
more participation in voting. one of those subjects he has to unit. The dressing and locker room facilities will be completed appear as "Gypsy." Other solo
Some schools complained of only repeat not only that course but in time for the Fall semester, while plans for completion of the
dances will feature Claire Leisen20% voting.
all of the others as well. The remaining four units are as yet*
ring, Esleen Chin, Leslie Abbott,
Another subject brought up school system in Arabia has indefinite because of insufficient
June Hunt, Anabel Eva, Betty
in
the
basement
of
the
dressing
was that of several school student something like five years in high funds.
Klein, Penny Fitzgerald, and
room building.
activities being subject to veto by school, four years in general
According to Andrew P Hill,
Jane Haskell.
The
women's
gym
will
have
a
the administration. Voting fac-' courses, and one year in special Superintendent of Schools, there
Mrs. Sheridan .choreographer
landscaped patio with two ar
ity members also have a place Nation.
is a fifty-fifty chance for finan
for
"Rites of Spring" 'and direc
cades.
in student government councils.
Noori has not made too defin cial aid from the state. Therefore
tor of the dance group, has stud
Much work was done towards
The women's gym will have a ied with the most famous per
ite plans for the future, but his the time of completion of the
strengthening of interccolegiate
entire gym unit will depend on spectator seating capacity of 2400 sonalities of the dance world. In
major
will
be
either
in
petroleum
relations with Fresno State, San
in specially constructed folding Germany she worked with Mary
engineering or business admin the state appropriation.
Jose State, and COP. Also, favor
bleachers. Hill was pleased to Wigman, first exponent of the
istration.
Each
of
the
five
units
will
be
able comment was made of our
point out that scheduling of bas new dance form. Returning from
separated
by
a
small
space,
for
student publications: the NaranWar in the South Pacific means a safeguard in case of earth ketball games will not be limited a tour of Europe and the dance
jado, Weekly, Bulletin, SCOP,
to the Civic Auditorium.
guns—the Studio Theatre needs quake or fire.
centers, she studied with Hanya
and Freshman Handbook.
The men's facilities will also Holm and Doris Humphries be
The swimming pool will fea
five carbines for the war play
ture overlooking bleachers, seat include a smaller gym for work fore opening her own studios.
Man is the only animal that "Home of Brave".
ing
585 people. There will be an outs, and a shower and dressing Last year the Orchesis instructor
blushes, or needs to — Mark
If you have one or a line on
opening
from each of the gym's room for visiting teams.
received acclaim for her outstand
Twain.
one, let the Studio Theatre know.
shower rooms to the pool.
The class room unit will con ing dance dramatization of "The
All of the mechanical equip tain the nurse's office, restrooms, Plow that Broke the Plains."
Others appearing in the Orche
ment used for the swimtning pool, PE department offices, general
such as filters, chlorinators, and faculty offices, and six large sis Dance Recital are Frank Gil
lette, Manuel Rose, Barbara
mechanical pumps, will be located ' classrooms.
Barth, Lucille Beggs, Marilyn
Graffis, Virginia Grattone, Bon
"FELLAS"
nie Lewis, Dolores Rico, Flora
FLOWERS FOR EVERY OCCASION AT THE
Sutherland, and Jane Wheeler.

Arabian Student Finds
Things Here Plentiful

Get Ready for the REGATTA!

COLLEGE FLOWER SHOP

Blue Denim Slacks

5.00

Blue Denim Shirts

5.00

Keds Sandals

6.50

CONVENIENTLY LOCATED ON PACIFIC AVENUE
Phone 2-6550

You can't kiss a girl unexpec
tedly. The nearest you can come
to it is to kiss her sooner than
she thought you would.

LET'S MEET AT —

A *2*WSet' FOR All VISITORS TO

CALIFORNIA
WORLD-FAMOUS 2V* MILLION DOHA* EARLY CALIFORNIA

Cotton T Shirts

HACIENDA WHERE KINGS, OUEENS HAVE BEEN ENTERTAINED

1.00— 5.00

f€4( tutei moot fiopntax

"DtuU

C(d "tVuvut "RattA

3216 PACIFIC AVE.
J

U 7C S,

LISTEN EVERY SUNDAY MORNING
KSFO "DUDE RANCH
• RIAKFASr AND RADIO SHOW. LUNCHEON. DINNER,
COCKTAILS. SWIM, DANCE. RIDE. WRITE VACATION FOLDER.

• PIEASANT0N

PHONE 3-2346

SWIMWEAR HEADQUARTERS

REMEMBER
THE

C^xford $hop
to* m e n A n t t o n
1718 Pacific Ave.
FREE OFF-STREET PARKING

I
Dial 2-3202

I N

S T O C K !

A Complete Line of:
DEVOE ARTISTS COLOR-IN-OIL
DEVOE ARTISTS WATERCOLORS
WINSOR NEWTON ARTISTS BRUSHES
— See Us For Your Paint - Wallpaper —

THE PABG0 PAINT STORE
230 W. Harding Way (Near Pacific)

Phone 3-7947

GRADUATE
SHOP AT
•

Walter's House
of Gifts

CALIF.
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The Kraus Story—Full of Unrest
Escape Route Through Russia
By Pierce Wheeler
"You know, Mister," the man said, "These last two years
teaching here have been the only years of real peace I have known."
The figure of the man sitting next to me was square and heavy
set and his eyes were direct and observing. In accented but perfect
English, the man was talking about Austria —. of his life there,
of oppression and tragedy which was no less tragic because of its
commonness.
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Chapel Services

C.O.P.

SUNDAY
"God's Great Mystery" will be
the subject discussed by Dr. G. A.
Werner at the 11 o'clock service
in Morris Chapel Sunday. Epsilon Lambda Sigma sponsors this
service.
Dr. Werner is professor of His
tory and Political Science as well
as being director of Pacific
Tours.

Effective next September, a raise in tuition for all COP stu
dents. Tuition for next semester will take a fifty dollar jump from
two hundred dollars to two hundred and fifty dollars. The price
of meal tickets is also due for a raise. The present price of onehundred and eighty-five dollars a semester will be changed to
two-hundred dollars.
• In a letter sent out to all C.O.P.

TUITION, MEAL TICKETS
TAKE TURN UPWARD: EXPENSES

Raising Quarter Horses that this price change, authorby the Board of Trustees of
Is Ballanger's Hobby 126,3
the College, is necessary in or

The man was Doctor Karl
"
Kraus professor of languages students, worked as a shipfitter TUESDAY
der to meet additional price in
Memorial Day^ervices with Dr.
By Lee Gerard
here at the college. Doctor Kraus and labored in warehouses. Mrs. Fred L. Farley presenting the
creases in the instructional field,
had lived until 1938 within the, Kraus worked as a nurse in a priMany students on campus are and to procure and hold good
message will be held in Morris
insecurity of an Austria perme-1 vate home. During this time the Chapel Tuesday morning. Special engaged in various hobbies, but teachers.
ated with intrigue. The Nazi | Kraus' made many attempts to music will be given by the A Cap- none seem to have the train of | This is the first tuition raise in
purge of the Jews in 1938 had bring their children from Eng pella Choir.
adventure and realism as does two years, and the letter further
forced him to choose between land. When the daughter finally
states that: "A survey of tuition
Dr. Farley is dean of Graduate the hobby of Will Ballenger.
remaining with his mother and made the trip, the convoy was
Will has always had a desire to costs in institutions of a Similar
Studies
and
professor
of
Ancient
sister, helping them if he could, attacked by submarines. The
raise horses, and had not been grade indicates that tuition costs
or escaping and building a new small girl stood on the deck of Languages, Art and English here. able to do so until he left the j here are below the standard."
Irving
Goleman,
professor
of
home for his children.
her ship and watched another
English and Religious Education, Army in 1945. His beginning was j Dr. Burns, who sent the letter,
Vehement and intensely sincere sink before her eyes.
on a very small scale.
! wants it to be remembered that,
will be the leader.
as a teacher, he was calm as he
It wasn't until after the war
He leased 60 acres of land on |"A student, through his tuition,
talked about his experiences.
that Doctor Kraus received news
Mt. Diablo, which is near his!does not Pay the total of his ln"
WORK EXPERIENCE CREDIT
Doctor Kraus was born in a of the death of his mother and
home in Concord, Calif., and then ' structional costs. It is necessary
FOR EXPENSE-FREE VACATION
small village outside Vienna his sister and his sister's family.
purchased one mare and through for us to make UP the deficlt
where his father owned a small When asked if he would ever
Applications are now available a process of breedings and re- \ through income from endowment,
department store. Later, the fam like to return to Austria, Doctor for Stockton College and College breedings he strengthened his Sifts, and other sources.
of Pacific students who wish to strain of horses until at present j °nly ,la,f of the fifty d°Har8
ily moved to Vienna where young Kraus shook his head,
will go toward tuition, the other
"Familiar places are associated obtain a counseling position in hp had opvpn
Karl received his higher educa
' .
,
twenty-five dollars is to take
c.
tion. He received his doctorate at with people," he said, "and the the Red Cross camp at Silver
Since his desire is to breed and .
,
... „
.
.
^
TT
.
.
care of Tr
Health, Course, and TLabpeople are gone.
Lake during August and one raise Quarter
23.
Horses for racing,:
,
„
...
,,
.
t.
. . . .? oratory fees, which will thereby
week of September. Expenses will ^he t.
Finishing his studies at 24, he
has been rather select in his I
., „ '
„„
be paid for those who are inter choice of sires. The blood lines j be paid all at once rather than
was activated into the Austrian
ested in undertaking duties of a in his horses trace back to such separately.
army and served (his memory
camp counselor.
was exact here) five years, one
notable sires as Peter McQue of
By Jerry Mullin
August 15 to 26 and August 26 Texas, who is the foundation and GROUP TO BETTER
month, and eighteen days. The
Armistice in 1918 found him near
Art is the living monument of to September 7 are the two Red most popular sire of Quarter UNDERSTANDING
the Caucasus in charge of a crew- man's desire for expression. This Cross sessions at the Amador Horses. Peter McQue has more
Members of several world
less supply train.
art expresses our joys, sorrows, County vacation site. In addi offspring registered in the Amer
groups
were called to order Mon
"You can imagine how I felt," depressions, and hopes. It is the tion to the expense-free vacation ican Quarter Horse Association day, May 16, by Ben Brown,
offered
counselors,
college
work
than
any
other
sre.
Other
blood
he said. "All my men had de fulfillment of the desire for eter
temporary chairman of the group.
serted, and there was no longer nal life, for in that which ex experience credit will also be al- lines include: the King Ranch
He presented reasons for the
lowd
students.
blood
line,
sire
Lobo;
Little
Joe
an Austrian army from which to presses our all is in its own our
organization
of all campus groups
Qualifications for students ap blood lines by Joker Joe of Reno,
get orders." Doctor Kraus re very being. Now just what does
whose main purpose in mind was
plying
for
the
supervising
posi
Nevada;
and
the
latest
blood
members himself determinedly art constitute?
for the better understanding of
Reflecting on the pages of tions are: some experience in line, Joe Reed line by Cataque of
marching up and down the length
world affairs and who have tried
camp
work,
"Y"
activities,
church
Visalia,
California.
of the train, chafing under the time, we see art as music, thea
to
work on program of interna
leadership,
at
least
eighteen
years
In addition to his vocation-hob
ridicule of a group of Russian tre, and paintings. Since the be
tionalism.
of
age,
and
ability
in
supervising
by,
which
occupies
most
of
his
ginning of civilization when the
officers.
A further discussion of the or
caveman scratched his first a group of children for twenty- available time, Will has managed
AUSTRIA'S FATE
ganization will be held by the
four
hours
a
day.
to
get
himself
married
and
some
Back in Vienna, Kraus began crude figures on the wall of his
Those interested in applying how finds time to play the drums Anderson 'Y' Center on Monday,
teaching at the Federal Gymna cave to the parallels, squares, and
should
contact Eva Delander of in many dance engagements May 23, at 7:30 P.M.
sium. The following years were brilliant colors of today's canvas the Red Cross, Ken Culver at
around school.
years of constant social and po ses; man has expressed his desire Manor Hall, or Mrs. Berry at
His maiden speech, "As I was
Will has yet to derive any form
litical unrest. Two small revolu to draw. From the first drum 6-6971.
sitting
on my thought, a seat
of revenue from his hobby but
tions (1927 and 1934) arose and beats to modern symphonies, man
struck me."
within
five
years
he
will
have
per
fell, each in a matter of days, has turned to music to set his
A Texan friend of ours says haps the best strain of blood line
in an unceasing struggle be depressing soul aflame with the that speeches are like steer horns: Quarter Horses in the country. will pass the senate and allow
torch
of
hope.
With
the
first
re
tween workers denied the right
a point here, a point there — and He says that he hopes bill No. 90 pari-mutual betting on Quarter
to true democracy and an auto ligious dramas to the "Glass Men- a lot of bull in the middle.
that has just passed the assembly Hores.
•erie's" of today, man has used
cratic conservative group cothe
stage
to
study
the
chronicle
mingled with the Church. The
outcome was the accession of of life.
These things are art. These
von Schuschnigg to Chancellor;
reasons
are why they remain and
and his policy of cooperation with
the Nazis. Austria's fate was de will continue to last, for this is
Your F.S.A. Card go
my life, your life, and our art.
Your On-Campus Refreshment Center
creed.

Going Mad

SAVE 20%

To remain with his family in
a country which had already
driven his brother to suicide
would be futile, so Doctor Kraus
sought means of escape. He had
already sent his two children, the
girl, 10, the boy, 8, to the safety
of England.
After making several unsuc
cessful attempts to leave, Doctor
and Mrs. Kraus, at the sugges
tion of a friend, managed to
escape by way of Russia. On the
Trans-Siberian Railroad, they
crossed Russia and Manchuria,
were delayed in Korea and Japan
and reached San Francisco in
the filthy steerage of a Japanese
ship. In all, a trip of 52 days.
WORKS AT EVERYTHING
From 1940 to 1946, Doctor
Kraus worked at anything he
could find. He tutored college
SILVER

GIFTS

M.

Friedberger

Cr

Co.

339 E. MAIN ST.
WATCHES

DIAMONDS

My lady, be wary of Cupid
And list to the lines of this
verse:
To let a fool kiss you is stupid,
To let a kiss fool you is worse.

DELIRIOUS
with joy when you see the beau
tiful, unfinished furniture and at
prices that will leave you speech
less. Where? At Anthony Sun
shine, of course. HARDING OFF
WILSON. Nites and Sundays, too.
—Adv.

THE END Z O N E . . .

for 20% discount on

watches, diamonds an<
•

jewelry purchased at

SMITH'S

— Conveniently Located in the Student Union Building

902 DON BURTON BLDG

Any watch cleaned, r
paired

and

overhaule

$5.50

C LEANERS
DRIVE-IN

PACIFIC 5 & 10

1603 PACIFIC AVE.

SCHOOL SUPPLIES • NOVELTIES - ETC.
3224 Pacific Ave.

TELEPHONE 3-4952

Phone 3-9966

PACIFIC MARKET

QUALITY — COURTESY
GROCERIES — MEATS — VEGETABLES
Dial
3200 Pacific Ave.
—We Cash Checks — Students Welcome—

6 6136

"Pick Up and Delivery"
"4 Hour Emergency Service"
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Heads and Tales
BY E. BORROR

GUYS 'n GALS

By David Gerber

It's Mardi Gras Time with a in his North Hall hovel. If that
A strange and wonderful Sen weekend of gay colorful costumes, thing gives off one of those howls
ate and Cabinet meeting took decorations, and spirits that will I know one boy whose going back
place Monday night. It was the swirl and twirl to the wonderful to the land of skyscrapers. "Dear
Lilljan Juanitas
Editor last meeting of the old officers rhythm of Mardi Gras parade and Brooklyn—Sigh".
Norm Rittcr
Business Manager
Allen Woodall, James R. Morrison II
Faculty Advisors before introducing their duties to mus c
' "
j But wait, Don Hamilton has a
Published every Friday during the College year by the Pacific Student As the newly elected Student Body
It's
Holiday
time
when
Miss
mess of gold fish in his North
sociation. Entered as second-class matter October 24, 1924, at the Post Office, representatives.
One likes to C.O.P. shugs off the heavy load Hall boudoir and the quonsets
Stockton, California, under the Act of March 3, 1879.
think everyone was under the of a spring semester and takes have ducklings trodding around
Doug Brodie
....
Associate Editor
Jack Francis
—
News and Copy Editor pleasantly intoxicating knowledge one glorious fling before she digs in front of the place. They even
Marvin Morganti
Drama Editor that the job had been well done;
in for a seige of term papers and -wound up in front of the mess
Lilly Blickle
Society Editor
Felisa Capillo —
Feature Editor that the groundwork had been exams. She's at her^gayest, wit- Hall at dinner time quacking their
Eileen Eddy
a
Stockton College Editor completed for ^ far better year
Phil Guthrie
tiest, sauciest and most flam- little heads off. And if that isn't
Sports Editor
Ed Powell
Assistant Sports Editor to come.
boyant mood when Mardi Gras enough for you then go around
Jillson and Toal
—
Photographers
Bob Wilson thanked the F.S.A. time comes to the campus . . .
Ted Toomay
1
Cartoonist
behind the dining hall and watch
Sue Thomson
I.
_
Club Editor for his opportunity to attend the
Coming out of the rainbow the two chipmunks spin their
COLUMNISTS—Bob Huth, Jerry Mullin, Elizabeth Borror, Dave Gerber, Don Student Body President's confer
clouds for awhile we have a little exercise wheel for your enterDragoo, Ed Powell.
ence at Sun Valley last week and lyrical wisdom as suggested by tainment.
REPORTERS—Norm Ritter, Bob Footd, Jim Gallagher, Jack Hall, Bob Jiminez,
Bob Hanker, Don Dragoo, Stan Klevan, George Abrahamson, A1 Comaskey, Nance outlined the proceedure and ac Mardi Gras committee woman
Blackburn, Chick Chidester, Gordon Ingleston, Jane McBride, Janice Merrill. complishments of the conference.
GAL OF THE WEEK—Gay,
B. A. Rabe.
Dean
Bm|
Ral
colorful, vivacious, blonde hair
"Mo" Hess had a new and en Mardi Gras the time for fun,
R
thusiastic gleam in his eyes which Keeps the spirits on the run—
' and blue eyed B. A. Rabe of JTau
Will Fannon.
will probably survive until next In the costume that you choose Kappa is a happy choice this
fall, anyway.
Forget the pockets for the booze 1 week because of a personality
Bob also announced that the If your Gal picks out a dress
that personifies Mardi Gras spir
Mardi Gras admittance technique Have it cover more than less.
it.
The WEEKLY would like to take this space to offer a "Well would be the same as last year:
Off the shoulders and above the
Our goodlooking cutie hails
Done" to Joe Hodson and his various committees for the fine job studehts bring the student body
knees,
from the land of grass skirts
they have done on the 1949 Mardi Gras.
cards for tickets at the F.S.A. Put you in a pretty tight squeeze, where lawn mowers run ramWorking with Hodson to plan the Mardi Gras were Lee Office or sign their guests up at he dance will be from nine to pant. We're speaking of Hawaii,
Gerard, director of publicity; Beverly Johnston, chairman of the that time.
one
; as B. A. resides in Honolulu. This
The Guest Artist Series is go
dance committee; Bob Whitney, director of the queen competition
Plenty of time for good clean week's lassie of our heart is a
ing
to
be
remarkable.
Three
of
Ted Clark, judging director; Eileen Norton, parade chairman.
fun."
i speech major who has been seen
Gloria Chapman, bids designer; and Renee Nevraumont and Betty the entertainers have been an
From what we gather Dean in Pacific Theatre productions as
nounced
.
.
.
one
a
recognized
hu
Ann Rabe, awards directors.
Betz doesn't care how much Mar-! Yellow Jacket and First Lady. . .
morous poet of the top-drawer
di Gras spirit you have just as j
To these people, for the free time, and in many cases, class
Putting that abounding energy
variety, another is a romantic
long as it's not bottled . . . There '
time, that they so generously gave to help organize and plan the
and well-informed adventurous
i into good use B. A. has been on
1
fine Mardi Gras program, the WEEKLY, on behalf of all the correspondent, the third was cho will be guards at the door to
students on campus, says, "Thank you for a job well done."
sen by John Gunther as one of check errant imbibers and you'll I and now serves on the Mardi Gras
the sixty-four men who runs have to have proof to get in—If Committee. After school our well
America. Tentatively chosen for it's too strong don't bother
stacked 125 pound and 5.6" Gal
To fill up an already full cal
a fourth was a movie star who
says—Sigh—she's just going to
endar, Herb Williams announced
has been a strong drawing-card „
. ,,
.
.
. .
.„ : lie around the beach and take in
t l i a t t h e J r u n i o r - cS e n i o r p i c n i c w i l l I
.
.
.
,
for
the
best
comedies
ever
i i ,j
j• t , .
i the sun—sigh—, until some of
Supreme court declares for absolute freedom of speech
be
held
at
Lodi
Lake
tomorrow
that college work wears off and
fascist minded . . . agitator within his rights . . . decision may filmed.
Down-to-earth again, Don Na- afternoon. It will be free food, she's ready to teach.
be far reaching . . . Reds at gates of Shanghai . . . Berlin blockade
canoeing, swimming and what
Rabe likes to follow the golf
over. Civil government to assume control . . . Eisler, American toli will represent C.O.P. at the have you. Well what have you?
National
Students
Association
tournaments and she's one caddie
Communist, seized in British port on Polish ship. Polish govern
You know, looking over this
convention in Champagne, Illi
I wouldn't mind getting lost with.
ment protests . . . U.S. government financial deficit forecast.
nois, this summer. A stroke of week-end's schedule, I think Mon Confidentially the kitchen crew
luck is the fact Don lives in day will be one of the bluest at T. K. know her as Captain
Chicago and won't have far to Mondays on record. Make sure Bligh . . .
Final Week Examination Schedule
your profs take in all the activ
go.
ities so as to prevent one of them
Next
week
the
Senate
officers,
All classes will meet as scheduled, either for examination
NEW LIBRARY BOOKS
regular class work. Any variation from this schedule should be both old and new, will meet in coming in for Monday morning FOR TERM PAPERS
classes
and
saying
in
a
bright
Bannister Hall.
approved by the administrative committee.
With term papers shortly due,
An emergency Cabinet meeting tone, "GOOD MORNING class"!
STOCKTON COLLEGE 13 AND 14 GRADE CLASSES
was called immediately following What a beautiful day for work!" more time will be spent in the
Classes that ordinarily meet five days a week will have their the Senate adjournment. This
Brothers and Sisters, this cam library with students frantically
examinations at the time scheduled for M.W.F. at that hour. They body was to set the expense al pus takes the cake. You name it, searching for material. Many
need not meet for examination period at that hour.
lowance for certain officers dur and we've got it. It's not enough new books have been added to the
we have every mongrel offbreed College of Pacific library in the
ing
the coming year.
STOCKTON COLLEGE 11 AND 12 GRADE CLASSES
of
dog you can think of, but now various fields of study to help
For the President and Treasur
Classes that meet five days a week will meet at hours
Don McComick has a live coyote the students.
er
of
the
F.S.A.,
$100
per
semes
scheduled for M.W.F. classes, and those for T.TH. classes (with
the exception of T.TH. 11:00 classes which won't meet.) P.E. ter will be alloted. The outgoing
activity classes and Study Halls will meet during scheduled hours. president also acquires a life
time student body card.
Class ordinarily meets: Daily, M.W., W.F., M.F.
Directors of Units I and II will
By TED TOOMAY
M.W.F. 8:00 Mon. 10:30-12:30 Class ordinarily meets:
receive free student body cards
M.W.F. 9:00
Tue. 10:30-12:30 I T.TH. 8:00
Tues. 8:00-10:00 for the duration of their term- of
M.W.F. 10:00 Wed. 10:30-12:30
T.TH. 9:00
Wed. 8:00-10:00 office and some permanent to
M.W.F. 11:00 Thurs. 10:30-12:30 | T.TH. 10:00 Thurs. 8:00-10:00 ken of appreciation from the
M.W.F. 12:15 Mon. 1:30- 3:30
T.TH. 12:15
Fri. 1:30- 3:30 F.S.A. such as a key or pin.
M.W.F. 1:15 Tues. 1:30- 3:30
T.TH. 1:15
The new students' handbook,
Fri. 8:00-10:00
M.W.F. 2:15 Wed. 1:30- 3:30
T.TH. 2:15
Mon. 8:00-10:00 formerly called the Freshman
M.W.F. 3:15 Thur. 1:30- 3:30
T.TH. 3:15
Fri. 10:30-12:30 Handbook, will be printed during
M.W.F. 4:15 Mon. 4:00- 6:00 ! T.TH. 4:15
Wed. 4:00- 6:0.0 the summer. The editor has not
M.W.F. 5:10 Tues. 4:00- 6:00 ] T.TH. 5:10
Thur. 4:00- 6:00 yet been chosen. Naranjado and
Bengal Bulletin editors are yet to
1) Courses given at 4:15-6:00 or 7:15-9:00 P.M. will have their
be selected, but will be supported
final examination at regular hour on regular day during examina
by the F.S.A. when the require
tion week.
ments are fulfilled.
It even looks as though there
2) If any one hour course presents conflict in examination
schedule, examination hours may be arranged between class and might possibly be a Bengal Bul
instructor.
letin in existence next fall ... or
do you care??
3) If an examination is given in laboratory work, the exam
At the mere thought of a con
ination hour corresponding to any of the regular lab. hours may tinuation of such a Bulletin, the
be arranged.
meeting broke up.

WORK WELL DONE, JOE

HEADLINES OF THE WEEK

THIS IS COLLEGE

4) Courses meeting T.TH. at the same hour and one other
hour on either T. or Th. will have examinations at the time cor Veterans Warned by V.A.
responding to the hour that these courses meet on both Tues. and
Veterans are warned by Veter
Thurs.
ans Administration that VA can
5) COP and 13th and 14th grade physical education activity not pay for out-patient medical
courses will not meet. Students may use P.E. facilities for exer treatment by private physicians
cize and recreation during the week.
unless the injury or illness is ser
vice-connected and then only if
6) Instructors must not change examination hours except prior authorization is obtained
in (3) and (4) above.
from VA.

It ain't worth waitin' in line for; Every day—Steak, Steak, Steak."

